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ABSTRACT

In H.264/AVC, the concept of rate-distortion optimization
(RDO) mode decision has proven to be an important coding
tool. But the complexity and computation load of RDO
technique is extremely high. In this paper, we propose an
enhanced low complexity cost function for H.264/AVC intra
4x4 mode selections. The enhanced cost function uses sum
of absolute Hadamard-transformed differences (SATD) and
variance of the residual block to estimate distortion part of
the cost function. A threshold based large coefficients count
is also used for estimating the bit-rate part. The proposed
method improves the rate-distortion (RD) performance of
the conventional fast cost functions while maintaining low
complexity requirement.
Index Terms— H.264/AVC, intra prediction, ratedistortion optimization, sum of absolute Hadamardtransform differences (SATD), Gaussian distribution

calculate computation expensive sum of squared differences
(SSD). In this paper, an enhanced sum of absolute
Hadamard transformed differences (SATD) based cost
function is proposed. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 provides the review of RDO
cost functions. Section 3 introduces the proposed cost
function. The simulation results of the proposed method are
presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the
paper.
2. COST FUNCTIONS OF H.264/AVC
H.264/AVC intra prediction uses 9 prediction modes for a
4x4 luma block. The best mode is the one having minimum
RD cost and this cost is expressed as
J RD = SSD + λ ⋅ R
(1)
where the SSD is the sum of squared difference between the
original blocks S and the reconstructed block C, and it is
expressed by
4

1. INTRODUCTION

SSD =

H.264/AVC [1] video coding standard is the latest
international standard which provides gains in compression
efficiency up to 50% over a wide range of bit rates and
video resolutions compared to previous standards. The ratedistortion optimization (RDO) is one of the essential parts of
the H.264/AVC encoder to achieve the much better coding
performance. However, the computational complexity of the
RDO technique is extremely high.
In order to reduce the computation of rate-distortion
(RD) optimization several rate distortion models are
proposed in literature [2-5]. To reduce the computation of
RDO, an improved cost function for intra 4x4 mode
decisions was proposed in [4]. In this cost function, sum of
absolute integer transform differences (SAITD) is used in
distortion part and a rate prediction algorithm is used in rate
part. The major drawback of this cost function is that it
requires performing the true integer transform. Even though
fast transformation algorithm was proposed to perform
SAITD but the overall complexity is still quite high. To
reduce the complexity of rate-distortion cost computation, a
fast bit rate estimation technique is proposed to avoid the
entropy coding method during intra and inter mode decision
of H.264/AVC [5]. But this cost function still need to
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4

∑∑ (Sij − Cij )2

(2)

i =1 j =1

where Sij and Cij are the (i, j)th elements of the current
original block S and the reconstructed block C. In (1), the
R is the true bits needed to encode the block and λ is an
exponential function of the quantization parameter (QP).
But this RDO process bears extremely high computational
load. Hence, the cost function will make H.264/AVC
difficult to be realized in real-time applications.
To accelerate the coding process, JM reference software
provides a fast SAD-based cost function:
J SAD = SAD + λ1 ⋅ 4 P
(3)
where SAD is sum of absolute difference between the
original block S and the predicted block P. The λ1 is almost
the square of λ, and the P equal to 0 for the most probable
mode and 1 for the other modes. The SAD is expressed by
4

SAD =

4

∑∑ Sij − Pij

(4)

i =1 j =1

where Sij and Pij are the (i, j)th elements of the current
original block S and the predicted block P, respectively.
This SAD-based cost function could save a lot of
computations but the expense of the computation reduction
usually comes with quite significant degradation of coding
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efficiency. To achieve better RD performance, JM reference
software also provided an alternative SATD-based cost
function:
J SATD = SATD + λ1 ⋅ 4 P
(5)
where SATD is sum of absolute Hadamard-transformed
difference between the original block S and the predicted
block P, which is given by
4

SATD =

4

∑∑ hij

(6)

i =1 j =1

where hij are the (i, j)th element of the Hadamard
transformed image block H.
3. PROPOSED COST FUNCTION

It is reasonable to say that a complex block produces a large
distortion value compared to a simple block. In other words,
residual block with high detail has larger distortion value
than homogeneous block. Let us consider two residual
blocks EA and EB.
⎡ 0 10 8 10 ⎤
⎢ 9 7 4 10 ⎥
⎥
EA = ⎢
⎢ 1 10 11 4 ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎣19 6 15 7 ⎦

and

⎡ 22
⎢ 22
EB = ⎢
⎢ 20
⎢
⎣ 22

22 22 22 ⎤
22 22 22 ⎥⎥
20 20 20 ⎥
⎥
22 22 22 ⎦

Assume QP=24. If we compute SSD, it is found that
SSDA = 173 and SSDB = 48 . That means distortion of
block A is higher than that of block B. This is
understandable because block A contains larger detail than
block B. But if we calculate SATD of A and B by (6), we
found that both of the residual blocks produce same SATD
value SATDA = SATDB = 368 . This means only SATD is
not enough to measure the distortion.
0.5

different kinds of video: slow motion, medium motion and
fast motion. For example “Akiyo” is sequence of low spatial
detail that contains low changes in motion. “Foreman” is a
sequence with medium changes in motion and contains
dominant luminance changes. “Stefan” contains panning
motion and high spatial color detail. Four distributions are
plotted and each has different RD cost value. For example,
red line of Fig. 1 indicates the probability distribution
function of those residual coefficients which produce JRD
lower than 300. Similarly, the probability distribution of the
coefficients with higher RD cost values (JRD > 800) are
plotted by black line.
As shown in Fig. 1, a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and variance σ can be used to approximate the
probability distribution function (PDF) of the residual
coefficients. The PDF is becoming wider with increment of
RD cost function. That means the variance of residual
coefficients is increased with increment of RD cost value.
Based on these observations, the distortion part of the
proposed cost function is estimated as follows
ESATD = SATD + α × σ
(7)
where ESATD is enhanced SATD and α is a constant value
and σ is the variance of the residual block E which
represent the variation of pixel values.
From Fig. 1, it can be concluded that the residual
coefficients x, can be estimated as a Gaussian Distribution
function with mean zero and variance σ . The pdf is defined
as

pdf =

σ=

RD cost=300 to 599
RD cost=600 to 800

probability

with μ =

RD cost>800

0.3

x2
2σ
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16

4
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16

4

4

∑∑ Eij − μ

(9)

i =1 j =1

4

h

∑∑ Eij = 1611 = (h11 >> 4)
i =1 j =1

and Eij = Sij − Pij

0.2

0.1

0

−

e
(8)
2πσ
where, x is the residual coefficient and σ is the variance of
the residual coefficients. σ is estimated by following
equation

RD cost<300
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Fig. 1 Probability distribution of the residual coefficients x
Fig. 1 shows the probability distribution of the residual
coefficients with different value of rate-distortion cost
function. Data are collected by encoding 20 frames of three
different types of video sequences (Akiyo, Foreman and
Stefan) with different QPs. They correspondingly represent

Where h11 is the (1,1)th co-efficient of Hadamard
transformed matrix H which is already computed for SATD
calculation.
The proposed cost function also uses a rate-predictor for
estimating the rate for encoding the residual block instead of
just using a penalty cost (4P) for the unfeasible modes. The
rate-predictor is based on the property of the context-based
adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) entropy coder. To
avoid DCT, quantization and CAVLC encoding processes
during RDO, the proposed rate-predictor only uses the total
number of the non-zero quantized Hadamard transform
coefficients ( Tbc ) which can be obtained by performing
simple threshold and counter operations. Based on the
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property of the CAVLC’s VLC tables, the larger Tbc will
produce more encoded bits. With the penalty cost (4P) from
JSAD, the overall estimated rate Re is defined as
Re = 3Tbc + 4 P
(10)
The total number of the non-zero quantized Hadamard
Transform coefficients ( Tbc ) is calculated as follows:
Step1: Tbc = 0;
Step 2: For i=1 to 4
For j=1 to 4
If (|hij| ≥ Qstep ) then Tbc = Tbc + 1

[1]
[5]

[6]

[2]
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Fig. 2 Zigzag scan and corresponding frequency of H
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⎢
h
h
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⎢
⎣ h41 h42

End for
End for

Qstep is the quantization step size used in H.264/AVC
encoder. Values of Qstep with seven different QPs are given
in Table 1. Qstep doubles in size for every increment of 6 in

QP [6]. Therefore the proposed cost function becomes
J ESATD = ESATD + λ1Re
(11)
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⎥
I10 ⎥
I14 ⎥
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I15 ⎦

(13)

where I f is the Hadamard transformed coefficient of
frequency f. After Hadamard transform, the high frequency
coefficient usually has small energy. For this reason, the
proposed cost function calculates only 10 low frequency
Hadamard co-efficients instead of calculating all 16 coefficient. Therefore the proposed cost function becomes,

Table 1: Quantization step sizes in H.264/AVC
Qstep
QP
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

[0]

Start

′ + 4P)
J ESATD = SATD′ + α × σ ( E ) + λ1 (3Tbc

(14)

9

0.625
0.6875
0.8125
0.875
1
1.125
1.25

with, SATD ′ =

∑ If
f =0

′ is the number of low frequency ( f ≤ 9 ) nonWhere Tbc
zero Hadamard transform coefficients.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS

By putting value of ESATD and Re, the cost function
becomes
J ESATD = SATD + α × σ ( E ) + λ1 (3Tbc + 4 P )
(12)
In order to find the value of α , we have done some
simulations with different types of sequences with different
QPs and better results were found at α = 1.25 . The cause of
the SSD is due to the quantization error of the DCT
transformed coefficients of the residual block E, which can
be estimated by sum of absolute coefficients of H in SATD.
It is well understandable that high frequency coefficients of
Hadamard transformed coefficients are insignificant and
bears low values.
Fig. 2 shows the zig-zag scan and corresponding value of
frequency of Hadamard Transformed block H. H can be
redefined in terms of frequency as follows.

The performance of proposed cost function was tested using
the first 100 frames from nine different video sequences.
The experiment was carried out in the JVT JM 12.4 [7]
encoder and the test parameters are (a) CAVLC is enabled;
(b) Frame rate is 30; (c) All frames are I frame; (d) Intra 4x4
prediction only; (e) QPs are 30/36/42/48; and (f) Number of
frames: 100.
In these experiments, four cost functions (JRD, JSAD, JSATD,
and JESATD) are simulated. The PSNR and bit rate
comparisons of the proposed cost function are tabulated in
Table 2. PSNR and bit rate differences ( ΔR% ) are
calculated according to the numerical averages between RD
curves [8]. The positive values mean increments whereas
negative values mean decrements. In case of JSATD the
average BD-PSNR reduction is about 0.31 dB and average
bit rate increment is about 7.10%. Whereas in our proposed
method, the average PSNR reduction is about 0.13 dB and
average bit rate increment is about 3.62%.
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Table 2. PSNR and bit rate Comparison
ΔPSNR in dB
ΔR%

Table 4 shows the comparison of the proposed method with
JSAITD. In Table 4, PSNR and bit rate performances are
calculated based on [8] and complexity reduction is
calculated as follows:
Tref [4] − T p
× 100%
(16)
ΔT2 %=
Tref [4]

Sequence

Akiyo QCIF
Foreman QCIF
Container QCIF
Claire QCIF
Stefan QCIF
News QCIF
Mother_daughter
QCIF
Silent CIF
Hall CIF
Average

JSAD
-0.39
-0.37
-0.36
-0.33
-0.60
-0.49
-0.29

JSATD
-0.37
-0.21
-0.30
-0.31
-0.47
-0.42
-0.22

JESATD
-0.12
-0.07
-0.18
-0.01
-0.27
-0.19
-0.07

JSAD
7.49
8.46
8.83
5.96
16.84
10.79
6.90

JSATD
6.86
4.76
7.26
5.64
12.99
9.11
4.86

JESATD
2.71
2.34
4.29
1.52
7.43
4.82
2.13

-0.28
-0.36
-0.38

-0.21
-0.35
-0.31

-0.12
-0.14
-0.13

8.90
6.41
8.95

6.20
6.29
7.10

4.82
2.59
3.62

It is clear that our proposed cost function always perform
better than JSATD and JSAD. The worst case is encoding of
Stefan video sequence. For Stefan, the proposed method
increase the bit rate of about 7.43% whereas JSATD generate
around 12.99% of bit rate increment.
The complexity reduction, Δ T1 (%) is defined as follows
Toriginal − T proposed
ΔT1 =
× 100%
(15)
Toriginal
where, Toriginal and Tproposed denote the total encoding time of
the JM 12.4 encoder with JRD and with proposed cost
function, respectively.
Table 3 Complexity comparison
Sequence
Δ T1 %
Akiyo (QCIF)
Foreman (QCIF)
Container QCIF
Claire QCIF
Stefan QCIF
News QCIF
Mother_daughter QCIF
Silent CIF
Hall CIF
Average

JSAD
86.76
87.33
85.49
84.03
88.88
85.66
84.17
87.43
90.80
86.73

JSATD
85.92
86.40
84.65
83.15
88.17
84.99
83.38
86.99
86.39
85.56

Table 4 Comparison with JSAITD [4]
ΔPSNR ΔR%
Δ T2 %
0.10
0.04
0.05
0.11
0.08
0.12
0.09
0.04
0.06
0.10

-1.93
-0.89
-1.48
-1.85
-1.99
-2.66
-1.87
-1.22
-1.15
-1.67

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a simple and fast cost function based on SATD
is proposed for H.264/AVC. The distortion part of the cost
function is estimated based on the SATD and variance of
residual block. Bit rate is predicted based on the number of
large Hadamard Transformed coefficients.
With the
proposed scheme, DCT, quantization, inverse-quantization,
inverse DCT operations can be skipped during the mode
decision process. The proposed technique reduces encoding
time by 85% with acceptable performance degradation.
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